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[1] Deep non‐volcanic tremor (NVT) is usually associated
with episodic slow‐slip events. New Zealand is one notable
exception where numerous slow slip events have been
identified, yet NVT has remained undetected. Here we
present the first known case of triggered NVT at New
Zealand’s Hikurangi subduction margin. Following the
Mw8.8 Chilean earthquake of February 27, 2010, we
identify coherent high‐frequency tremor signals that are in
phase with, and modulated by, the passing Rayleigh waves.
This is consistent with the surface wave triggering potential
for strike‐normal incidence on a low‐angle thrust fault.
After constraining the tremor depth on the plate interface,
we locate the tremor source within 20 km of the source area
of episodic slow slip. The tremor location is also near the
edge of a region with high seismic attenuation that marks
the boundary between dehydrated subducted slab and
inferred hydrated, underplated sediment. We speculate that
reduced interface friction and high fluid pressures provided
by fluid‐rich underplated sediment facilitates the tremor
generation. Citation: Fry, B., K. Chao, S. Bannister, Z. Peng,
and L. Wallace (2011), Deep tremor in New Zealand triggered by
the 2010 Mw8.8 Chile earthquake, Geophys. Res. Lett., 38,
L15306, doi:10.1029/2011GL048319.

1. Introduction

[2] Subduction interface earthquakes account for 9 of
the 10 largest earthquakes since 1900 (http://earthquake.
usgs.gov/earthquakes/world/10_largest_world.php). Conse-
quently, the contribution of subduction thrust earthquakes to
seismic hazard in regions proximal to subduction zones is
large. The exciting discovery over the last decade of slow slip
events (SSEs) and non‐volcanic tremor (NVT) occurring on
subduction plate interfaces worldwide has elucidated the
broad spectrum of subduction thrust slip behavior [e.g., Peng
and Gomberg, 2010; Beroza and Ide, 2011]. SSEs and NVT
are typically observed in the downdip transition from the
locked, seismogenic portion of the plate interface to the
aseismically creeping portion of the interface. Understanding
the continuum of subduction thrust fault deformation is
necessary for accurate knowledge of the stress regime and
physical conditions on the plate interface, and for a better
understanding of the hazard posed by these major processes.
[3] In many subduction zones where slow slip has been

identified, NVT is present and appears to be spatially and
temporally related to slow slip. The Hikurangi Subduction

Margin, New Zealand is one notable exception, where
numerous SSEs have been identified [Wallace and Beavan,
2010] yet the detection of NVT has remained elusive. The
Hikurangi Margin marks the convergent plate boundary
where theHikurangi Plateau, part of the Pacific plate, subducts
beneath the eastern North Island at 2–6 cm/yr [Wallace et al.,
2004]. Although no subduction earthquakes larger than Mw
7.2 have been recorded inNewZealand since the development
of modern seismographs, geological evidence suggests that
the overriding plate is prone to large vertical displacements
[Cochran et al., 2006; Hayward et al., 2006] that are com-
monly interpreted as evidence for great megathrust events
[e.g., Clague, 1997; Cisternas et al., 2005]. Numerous slow‐
slip events have been observed in New Zealand down‐dip
from the interseismically locked regions on the plate interface
[McCaffrey et al., 2008; Wallace and Beavan, 2010, and re-
ferences therein]. The occurrence of New Zealand SSEs at the
downdip transition from interseismic coupling to aseismic
creep fits the conceptual model of continuum deformation in
which slow‐slip events and regular earthquakes are end
members differentiated by the fault’s frictional properties and
rate of slip, and consequently, the frequency of radiated
seismic energy [e.g., Peng and Gomberg, 2010].
[4] To date, there has been no conclusive evidence of

tremor in New Zealand. Delahaye et al. [2009] conducted a
systematic search but failed to find any tremor signals in
association with documented slow‐slip events at the north-
ern Hikurangi margin (Figure 1). Instead, they found that a
slow‐slip episode in 2004 was accompanied by numerous
reverse‐faulting microearthquakes, similar to the micro-
seismicity associated with SSEs on the subduction interface
near Boso Peninsula in central Japan (Sagiya, 2004) [Ozawa
et al., 2007]. It is worth noting that the SSEs associated with
microearthquakes [Delahaye et al., 2009] are at <15 km
depth, just downdip of a region of unusually shallow in-
terseismic locking [Wallace and Beavan, 2010]. Elsewhere,
most subduction zones with well‐documented NVT have
much deeper interseismic coupling and slow slip events, and
the tremor in many of these locations occurs at 30–40 km
depth [e.g., Shelly et al., 2006; La Rocca et al., 2009]. SSEs
occurring at the southern and central part of the Hikurangi
margin are observed deeper (>25 km depth) than in the
north (Figure 1). The area around these deeper SSEs area
could be a more fruitful hunting ground for tremor.
[5] In addition to commonly accompanying slow‐slip

events, recent studies have shown that tremor can be trig-
gered instantaneously during large‐amplitude surface waves
of distant earthquakes [Peng and Gomberg, 2010, and ref-
erence therein]. Such triggered tremor is relatively easy to
identify, as such tremor has a relatively high signal‐to‐noise
ratio and a periodicity linked to surface waves. Here we
conduct a systematic search for triggered tremor signals in
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New Zealand in the time period immediately following the
2010/02/27 Mw8.8 Maule (Chile) earthquake. We focus on
this particular earthquake because of its long rupture dura-
tion and relatively shallow depth, which contributed to the
generation of large amplitude surface waves in New Zeal-
and. The Chile mainshock elsewhere triggered clear tremor
and microearthquakes in Central California [Peng et al.,
2010] and the Mexico subduction zone [Zigone et al.,
2010]. In this study we present evidence for dynamically
triggered tremor in the North Island of New Zealand, and
discuss its spatial relationship with the location of slow slip
events along the Hikurangi subduction margin.

2. Triggered Tremor Observations

[6] We identify triggered tremor following the procedure
of Peng et al. [2009] and K. Chao et al. (Remote triggering
of non‐volcanic tremor around Taiwan, submitted to Geo-
physical Journal International, 2011). We use all available
stations (Figure S1 of the auxiliary material) from GeoNet–
the New Zealand National Seismic Network [Petersen et al.,
2011] in the North Island that recorded the Chile main
shock.1 We first remove the mean and instrument response,

and cut the data to 1000 s before and 9000 s after the origin
time of the Chile mainshock, then generate a 2–8 Hz band‐
pass‐filtered waveform and envelope functions. We visually
identify tremor as high‐frequency (2–8 Hz), long‐duration,
and non‐impulsive seismic signals occurring during the
large‐amplitude surface waves. Figure 2 shows a compari-
son of the broadband and 2–8 Hz band‐pass filtered data at
station TRVZ. Clear high‐frequency signals accompany,
and appear to be modulated by, the long‐period surface
waves. The phase of the tremor envelope is most closely
aligned to the phase of the Rayleigh wave as recorded in the
radial direction (Figure 2). The tremor signals are strongest
on the radial and transverse components. The tremor signals
between 2200 and 2400 s are coherent among stations
within 100 km (Figure 3 and Figure S2 of the auxiliary
material) for most of the stations (excluding BKZ and
WATZ). The observed tremor appears to be initiated by the
long‐period Rayleigh wave at around 2250 s, and then
continues to be modulated by the subsequent short‐period
Rayleigh waves (Figure 2 and Figures S2, S3, and S4 of the
auxiliary material). Long‐period Love waves arrive between
2050 and 2150 s but no clear tremor is observed during this
time window.
[7] We use a standard envelope cross‐correlation tech-

nique [Peng and Chao, 2008] to obtain the tremor location
by minimizing the root mean square (RMS) residuals
between the theoretical S‐wave travel time differences
among station pairs and travel time differences observed
from cross‐correlating band‐pass‐filtered envelope func-
tions. The theoretical S‐wave travel times are computed
based on an average 1D velocity model (Table S1 of the
auxiliary material) derived from a nationwide 3D model
[Eberhart‐Phillips et al., 2010]. The best fitting location is
longitude 175.85 ± 0.15°, latitude −39.40 ± 0.20° (Figure S1

Figure 1. Tectonic setting of the Hikurangi subduction
margin. The yellow ellipse shows the location of triggered
tremor in relation to interseismic coupling and slow slip
events on the subduction interface. Blue to red shading
shows the degree of interseismic coupling on the Hikurangi
subduction interface in terms of a coupling coefficient
(blue = steady aseismic creep, red = full interseismic cou-
pling); green contours show total slip (in mm) detected in
SSEs on the Hikurangi subduction interface since 2002
[adapted from Wallace and Beavan, 2010]. Dashed black
line shows depth contours (labeled) to the subduction inter-
face. Black arrow labeled “PAC/AUS” shows the motion of
the Pacific Plate relative to the Australian Plate in the North
Island region [from Beavan et al., 2002]. Black arrow labeled
EQ backaz shows the direction of prograde Rayleigh wave
particle motion.

Figure 2. A comparison of the (a) broadband and (b) 2–
8 Hz band‐pass‐filtered seismograms on radial (R), vertical
(Z), and transverse (T) components at station TRVZ. The
open and solid arrows mark the approximate arrival times
of the Love and Rayleigh waves, respectively. The shaded
area in Figure 2b marks the time of the triggered tremor dur-
ing the long‐period Rayleigh waves.

1Auxiliary materials are available in the HTML. doi:10.1029/
2011GL048319.
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of the auxiliary material). As was found in previous studies
[e.g., Rubinstein et al., 2009], depths obtained from the
envelope techniques are poorly constrained. Hence we
project the tremor to the plate interface [Ansell and
Bannister, 1996] and set the tremor depth at 50 km.

3. Relationship of Triggered Tremor to Slow Slip
and Subuduction Margin Structure

[8] As shown in Figure 1, our triggered tremor source lies
at the northern edge of the source area of the 2004–2005
Manawatu SSE, which involved slip on the subduction
interface from roughly 70 km depth to about 20 km
[Wallace and Beavan, 2006, 2010]. That SSE occurred on
the subduction interface close to the along‐strike transition

change from deep to shallow interseismic coupling, deter-
mined from campaign GPS measurements [Wallace et al.,
2004]. CGPS data in the central North Island region in-
dicates that a repeat of the 2004/2005 Manawatu event is
currently underway, with more rapid than normal eastward
movement of CGPS sites since late 2009/early 2010
[Wallace and Beavan, 2010]. Thus, although the NVT we
discuss here was triggered by the 2010 Chile event, it also
occurred adjacent to an area of ongoing slow slip.
[9] The Manawatu SSEs have relatively long durations

(1–2 years), and involve slip on the interface equivalent to
an Mw7.0 earthquake [Wallace and Beavan, 2006; Wallace
and Beavan, 2010]. The duration, magnitude, and depth
characteristics of the Manawatu events are similar to the
Bungo Channel SSEs and Tokai SSEs observed in central
and southwest Japan [Obara and Hirose, 2006], and the
long‐term slow‐slip events in central Mexico [Kostoglodov
et al., 2010]. In these areas, NVT tends to occur adjacent to
and in the deeper portion of the long‐term SSE source area
[Obara and Hirose, 2006; Kato et al., 2010], similar to what
we observe for the location of the triggered NVT relative
to the Manawatu SSE source area. In cases where SSE
events are shorter in duration (e.g., <1–2 months), tremor
appears to coincide more closely with the location of the
SSE source area [e.g., Hirose and Obara, 2006; Obara
and Hirose, 2006; Gomberg et al., 2010]. The location
of tremor at the periphery of long‐lived, large SSEs (such
as Manawatu, central Mexico, Bungo Channel, and Tokai)
is likely informing us about spatial variations in frictional
conditions and fluid pressures on the subduction interface
in those regions.
[10] The observed tremor is also located within an area of

high seismic attenuation (low Q) above the subduction
interface (Figure 4) that has previously been interpreted as
hydrated underplated sediments [Eberhart‐Phillips et al.,
2008]. Fluids from devolatilization of the subducted slab
may also infiltrate the underplated sediments in this region,
contributing to a discontinuity in physical state between the
dehydrated, rigid slab and overriding plate [Eberhart‐Phillips
et al., 2008]. Although the slab itself is dehydrated and may
behave in a brittle fashion, the presence of abundant fluid‐rich
underplated sediment overlying the slab promotes high fluid

Figure 3. (a) 2–8 Hz band‐pass‐filtered seismograms on
the east (E) component, showing the moveout of tremor
between 2200 and 2400 s (shaded area) triggered by the
2010 Mw8.8 Chile earthquake. The seismograms are plotted
with increasing hypocentral distance to the best‐fitting
tremor location (175.85°E, 39.40°S, 50 km) in the North
Island. The red line marks the predicted S‐wave arrival time
at each station. The lower panel shows the radial (R), verti-
cal (Z), and transverse (T) component velocity (V) seismo-
grams recorded at station TRVZ. (b) A detailed comparison
between the displacement (D) seismograms at TRVZ and
the 2–8 Hz band‐pass‐filtered E component seismogram re-
corded at TUVZ. The vertical gray and red lines mark the
peak of Love and Rayleigh waves, respectively. Each seis-
mogram has been time‐shifted back to the tremor occur-
rence time.

Figure 4. Cross section showing Qp (inverse of seismic
attenuation) and interpretations [Eberhart‐Phillips et al.,
2008] at the Hikurangi Subduction Margin. The red star
shows the best‐fitting location of the tremor source. The solid
black line marks the plate interface. Interpretations of Qp by
Eberhart‐Phillips et al. [2008] include US: underplated
sediments, hyd: hydrated material, and Dehyd: dehydrated
material.
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pressures on the subduction interface, possibly creating a
favorable situation for tremor occurrence. At other subduc-
tion zones it has been noted that tremor locations tend to
coincide with high Vp/Vs ratios, and this has been used to
infer high pore fluid pressures in regions of slow slip and
tremor [Shelly et al., 2006; Audet et al., 2009; Kato et al.,
2010], leading to the suggestion that high fluid pressures
play an important role in the generation of NVT and SSEs
[Peng and Gomberg, 2010; Beroza and Ide, 2011].

4. Discussion

[11] We have identified 2–8 Hz signal in New Zealand
during the teleseismic waves of the Mw8.8 Chile earth-
quake of February 27, 2010. We interpret this signal as
NVT resulting from movement on the Hikurangi subduc-
tion interface as the boundary is dynamically stressed by the
incoming Rayleigh waves. In comparison, the Love wave,
with comparable amplitude, did not appear to trigger any
tremor signals above the background noise. The relative
plate motion between the Australian and Pacific plate in this
region is approximately 3.5 cm/year at about 220 degrees
[Beavan et al., 2002]. The surface waves arrive in New
Zealand after travelling approximately ∼9100 km along a
back‐azimuth (BAZ) of about 130 degrees, leading to an
incidence nearly perpendicular to strike of the subduction
zone, and about 45 degrees away from the Australia/Pacific
plate motion vector (Figure 1) Recently, Hill [2010] con-
ducted a systematic modeling of the surface wave potential
for triggering deep tremor, based on the Coulomb failure
criterion. He found that for low‐angle thrust fault and strike‐
normal incidence, the Rayleigh wave triggering potential is
high while the Love wave triggering potential is null, con-
sistent with our observation. The vertical peak ground
velocities recorded at nearby broadband stations are on the
order of 0.1 cm/s. Assuming a nominal phase velocity of
3.5 km/s and a shear rigidity of 35 GPa, this corresponds to a
maximum dynamic stress of 10 kPa, close to the apparent
triggering threshold found at other places [Peng et al., 2009;
K. Chao et al., submitted manuscript, 2011]. Hence, triggered
tremor in the Hikurangi subduction interface is likely to be
similar to observations of triggered tremor elsewhere
[Miyazawa et al., 2008; Rubinstein et al., 2009; Peng et al.,
2009; K. Chao et al., submitted manuscript, 2011].
[12] The location of the tremor source is adjacent to the

source area of repeated SSEs, suggesting that it may be
related to the transition from seismic to aseismic slip on the
interface. Although no NVT has been previously recognized
in this region of episodic slow slip, our observation of
triggered tremor here suggests that the physical conditions
are favourable for production of NVT. The occurrence of
triggered tremor may also be influenced by the presence of
hydrated, underplated sediments that were previously sub-
ducted at Hikurangi trough (Figure 4).
[13] The S‐wave travel times predicted from the best‐

fitting locations match well with the high‐frequency sig-
nals observed at most stations, but not at stations BKZ and
WATZ (Figure 3 and Figure S2 of the auxiliary material). In
particular, the high‐frequency signals at station BKZ appear
to be well modulated by the surface waves (Figure S5 of the
auxiliary material), suggesting that they are likely generated
by another tremor source near station BKZ. Unfortunately,
we did not find any additional stations that recorded signals

similar to those at station BKZ. Hence, we were unable
to locate the source. In addition, it is worth noting that
other groups have started to identify deep tremor activity
in the North Island, and their initial locations are close to
ours (A. Wech, personal communication, 2010), consis-
tent with the inference that triggered tremor reflects
accelerated driving of tremor by dynamic stress [Gomberg,
2010]. It is still not clear whether additional large tele-
seismic events have triggered tremor in the same region, or at
multiple places in New Zealand, which we are currently
investigating.
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